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to be held every Wednesday; and of two fairs every year, one to be held on the 
vigil day and day following the day of St Philip and St James, the other on the Vigil 
and day of St Matthew, certain immunities are given during these Markets and 
Fairs; and a Court of Pie Poudre is granted.  The Government of the Markets is 
given to the Bailiffs or two or three of the more honest men of the town, chosen 
and deputised by the Bailiffs. 
 

8. These documents do not show what the real state of the Corporation was.  That 
there was more than a mere Leet seems plain, from the Inhabitants at present both 
receiving and paying a fee farm rent , from their holding Lands in succession from 
their possessing a seal from their having a power at their meetings to tax the 
residents of the Borough from there being a power to exclude trades except upon 
a payment of a fine, and a rent, and from the entries in their books.  These Books 
commence in the fourth of Edward 6th and they contain indiscriminately entries of 
Courts,  Leet, entries of courts of Pie Poudre, and entries of what are called 
assemblies; The last of these are the most rare in the early entries; but I could not 
perceive from the transactions which the records show to have taken place at these 
meetings, that they were understood to possess different functions.  In a document 
entitled “The auncyent custom of the Kinges Towne of Bradinge” referring to the 
grant of Edward 6th are these words “All maner of Amersciaments Paines, 
Bloodsheddes, Straites, Weaves of Goods, or Cattell of Felons or Fugitives that be 
com’ and forfeite within the Libertie of Bradinge as also the two p”phet of the two 
Coortes of Pie Powders” By whom or when, these grants were made, I have not 
been able to learn.   

 
9. I cannot state with certainty what the title of the Corporation is. The grant of Edward 

6th is “Ballivis, subditis et inhabitantibus, villae de Breadinge”; but in their leases 
the reservation is sometimes to the Bailiffs, Jurats and Burgesses, and sometimes 
to the Bailiffs and their successors; and the grants and covenants correspond to 
the reservations.   

 

 


